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ON REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM
By H. W. LIEPMANX-,A. ROSHKO,and S.

BOUNDAM LAYERS 1
DEAWAX

SUMMARY

i~~6a&urements o-f the reflection characteristic of 8f10Ckwares
from a Jai surface m“th a laminar and turbulent bounday layer
are pre8mted. The inredigatiorza were carried out at Mach
numbem from about 1.9 to 1.6 md a Reynolds number of
0.9XIP.
mf?d~fference in ~he shock-ware interaction u<th [aminar and

turbu[(nt bounday [ayers, jiJ8t jound in tmnsonic Jew, i8 con-
firmed and investigated in detai) for supersonic $OW. l%e rela-
tiw up.drtarn inj%nce of a 8hock ware irn~”nging on a gt”ren
boundary layer ha8 been meawmed for both [arnina.r and turbu-
lent laym. I%e upstream irghence of a shock ware in the
larninar [ayer is found to be of the order oj 60 boundaydayer
thicknea.w a~ compared tm”th about 5 in the turbu[ent ca8e.
Separation almost aiwqys occurs in the larninar boundary layer.
The preparation ia re~tricted to a re~”on of $nite extent up8tream
qf the 8hock ware. ln the turbulent ca8e no 8eparation uus
found. .4 model qf the Jow near the pm”nt of irnp”ngement of
t)~ ~hohl ware on the boundary layer is ~“cen for buth ca8es.
The difference between impul.?e~ype and 8tep-type shock wares
i~ di~cume-ci and their interaction m“th the bounds.m~ layer are
ctimpared.

~%me general cor&n”deration8 on the erperl-menta~ production
~f $hock uu~e~ j%om lcedge8 and cone8 are presented, a8 weli a8
a ditwus~”on of boundary layer in wqrer80nic jlow. A few ex-
amp[e8 of rejection of 8hack uxre8 from 8uper80nic 8hear iayer8
are ai80 pre8ented.

INTRODUCTION

The investigations on the reflection of shock waves from
boundary layers reported here form part of an e.sperimental
study of viscous effects in high-speed flow. Experimental
results of the last 10 years have shown that viscous effects
in supersonic and especidy in transonic flow are often very
important and quite different from comparative results in
subsonic flow. The earliest results of this nature are due to
Ferri (reference 1) who observed separation of the boundary
layer from the rearward part of a supersonic airfoiI section in
a region of e.xpccted favorable pressure gradient. A little
Mm- Donaldson (reference 21 discussed briefly the strong
boundtiry-Iayer intluence upon the shock wave in a duct.
Tfw apparent disagreement between theory and experiment
in transonic flow and SISO among wrious experimental re-
sults prompted a thorough investigation of boundary-layer
effects in transonic flow. Investigations of this nature viere
started independently by .4ckeretz FeIdmann$ and Rot t
(reference 3) in Switzerland and by groups at the National
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Advisory Committee for ~eronau”ti~ (reference 4) and at
the Guggimheim Aeronautical Laboratoryj California Tnsti-
tute of Technology (reference 5), in this country. The
resuIts of aII these investigations showed a rather startling
influence of the boundary layer upon the whole flow field.

The detailed measurements at GALCIT and especially
those by’ Ackeret, l?eIdmann, and Rot t showed a number of
interesting interactive effects between shock viaws and
boundary Iayer. The measurements in f.ransonic flow were
very important in showing up the strong boundary-layer
effects and also in cautioning comparisons between experi-
ment and inviscid theory in transonic flow. Howver, the
complication of the transonic-flow probIem made an analyti-
CSIevaluation of the re&dts, and specifidy of the boundary-
layer influence, impossible. It was therefore necessary to
attempt to simpIify the interaction problem as much es
possibIe without Iosing any important features. To do this
a generaI qwditative analytical study of the generaI problem
of viscous effects in l@h-epeed flow vms necessary, coupIed
with a careful experimental investigation of the important
*OUS effects in transonic and supersonic flow (reference 6).
Experiments and simpIe theoretical consideration showed
that in transonic and supersonic flow there exist +cous (and
turbulent.) effects which are of a ditTerent nature and often
of a different order of magpitude from comparab~e phe-
nomena in subsonic flow. Various phenomena of this type
have been qualitatively discussed in references 6 and 7.

. .
speakl~ m broad, and Ioose terms, the difference ~ pkcow
E&cts m supersomc as compared with subsonic flow is due to
the fact that the outer flow fie~d is hyperbolic and therefore
rather sensitive to IocaI changes in the boundary conditions
and that the interaction between the outer supersonic fieId
and the necessarily subsonic field e-xisting near solid surfaces
is quite difTerent from the interaction in purdy subsonic fIow.
Viicosity makes purely supersonic flow pwt solid boundaries
impossible whenever the nodip condition is satisfied.

Except for an extension of standard boundary-Ia-jer theory
to high+peed flow there hardly e.xided any theoretical
approach to viscosity ef?ects in supersonic flovi. A con.
siderat ion of the weII-know-n Pohlhausen method with simple
supersonic-flow theory has been used in attempts to compute
interactive effects between boundary layers and supemonic
flow. (See references 6, 8, and 9.) Recently LagerStrom
and his coworkers have started a broad theoretical instig-
ation of viscous, compressiiIe flow (reference 10). The
excessive mathematical dit%culties of dealing ivit.h the fW
nonlinear equations made simplifying assumptions imperative
and, therefore, so far, a direct comparison between measure-
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mcmts and theory is not possible.
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But there is now some
hope that the gap can be- narrowed in tbe not too distant
future; at least qualitative agreement in a few cases has
IKWnestaldidlwl.

The problem of the reflection of oblique shock waves from
a flat surface with a boundary layer appeared to be the
simplest case to be in-restigated experimentally and the.
results of measurements of this t,ype. are here reportrd.2 It
was intended to study first, brfore procecdhg to the bound-
ary-layer prohlcm, the. reflection and t.ransrnission of shock
waves through supwsonic shear layers, that is, parallel layers
in which the velocity and N1ach number change at constant
pressure but nowhere become. subsonic. For SUCJ shear
layers ancl weak shock waves a theory has been given by
klarMe (rcferencc 12}, and a comparison appeared useful.
The production of simple stable shear layers, however,
proved very ciifllcult indeed and only a few measurements
were made.

During the attempts to set up clean expcrirnmtal con-
ditions both for a shear layer and for a boundary-layer
interaction, it was found necessary to investigate the distri-
bution of pressure” and general nature of the shock waves
which were used in the in twaction process. This study led
to some interesting and, in many respects, rather surprising
results which are discussed in the section “Remarks on Shock
Waves” of this report.

Onc may ask here why a complicated phenomenon such as
the interaction between shock waves and bounclary layer is
investigated before the boundary layer in a uniform super-
sonic flow has km studied c.arefully. The reason for this
apparently illogical approach is that the problem grew
naturally from the earlier invest”~ations of transonic flow.
The interaction between shock waves and Loundary layer
makes the. flow problem complicate.d but the resulting effects
are very large and comparatively easy to measure. To
study detailed boundary-~ayer flow alone, smaH and slowly
varying parametms have to be measured. It is hoped thtit
the instrumentation developed in the investigation .of shock-
wave and boundary-layer interaction can hc furt.hw refined
and used in investigating boundary layers in uniform flow.

Thu present investigation was carried out at GAL(2IT
undw the sponsorship and with the bancial assistance of
the National Advisory. (!omrnit tee for Aeronautics. The
authors wish to acknowledge the cooperation of M%srs.
Harry Ashkonas and Raymond Chuan; discussions with
Drs, Lagerstrom and Cole were of great. assistance.

SYMBOLS

b thickness of subsonic region (refcrcnc.c 13)
d distance, along flow direction, from leading edge of

plato
11, he”@~Lof region of influence of disturbance depmd-

ing on angle of wedge sides
11, height of region of influence of .riisturba.nc,e depend-

ing on nose bluntness

*Some rnea.mremeIItS m 9bOCk-WaVereflection from a eurfaw with tubulont boundary
Im.wrhave be== reported by FMe end Sarwmt Memnea 11). The Purpw of that Investi.
ge.tion lx however, very diflemnt from the prevent appnmch.
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reflection coefficient (reference 14)
local hhch number
Mach number of uniform flow ahead of shock-wtlvo

system; also Mach nllmbcr in supcraouic stream
(reference 14)

xfach number of uniform flow M&l shock wave;
also Mach number in subsonic stream (rcferonco
14)

Mach number Lchind various shock conflgumtiona
mean Mach number
local static pressure
static pressure of uniform flow ahead of shock wave
static pressure of uniform flow l.wbind shock wavo
static prcssurw behind various shock conf.lgurntiona
r&erToir s~fination pressure or ta tal IKwd
local tot.td head
static pressure on surface of cone
static pressure just af tcr init.ittl pressure jump

through conical shock wave
Rcynolck number at point of memurwncnt on sur-

face of pinto (U,dpI/ILJ .
shock-wave thickness...
velocity in”boundary layer
velocity of uniform flow shed of shock-wave syskm
free-strcarn velocity
point loads on beam
distance behind t raili~g cdga
distance from centt!r line of wake
ratio of spcciflc heats in supmsonid and subsonic

stream, respectively (rcferencc 14)
semianglc of wedge or cone.
width of impulse-type wavo (rcfcrencc 14)
coefficient of viscosity in uniform flow ahtxtd of _

shock-wave system
load ratio (WJH’J
density in uniform flow ahead of shock-wave system

REMARKS t)N SHOCK WAVES

In experimental memure.ments of tho interaction Mwwn
a shock wave and boundmy layw it is important lht l.ho
essential structure (i. e’., pressure distribution) of U-wshock
wave be known. This clistribut.ion may, for various reasons,
not be WC same as that exper.ttd from simplo theory; tho
dillerences may bo of the same order as the efTwts buing
mea.iured in the interaction with a boundary layer. Some
of the possible prolhns arc discussed Mow and some
measurements of shock structure me present.wl.

STEP\VAVEI

In an ideal fluid the pressure fiekl a~ a normal shock is a
step distribution m indicat cd by the solid linc in sketch (a).
The pr%sure distribution through the inclined wave origi-
nating at a corner or at a wedge vertex (see sketch (b)) is also
a step distribution. The thickness of the transition region
is zero and the pressure gradient is infinite; the strength may
be clcfi~ed by the preawqe ratio p,fpl.

J The term %tep” wave will mmetlmm be ueed to dletlngukb It from the ‘ilmpulw.ty@-
wave referred to Ieter.
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[a) Pressureproflhthroughs9tw wave.

(b) Examples of step wa-

When account is taken of viscosity (and heat conduction),
it is found that the distribution is similar to that shown by
the dot ted line (sketch (a)), so that a shock thidm= t can be
defied for the transition region; the pressure gradient. then
is of the order (pZ—pI)/t. At. a Mach number of 1.4, t is of
order 10-4 centimeter and the pressure gradient is of order
104 atmospheres per centimeter while at. a Mach number of
1.001, t is of order 10-* centimeter and the pressure gradient
is of order 0.1 atmosphere per centimeter; these values are
for normal shocks. For inclined shocks, the thicknesses t are
of the same orders, but (for corner or mxige angles of about
5°) the preeswre gradients are one-tenth w+large as t-hose for
normal shocks. (l)ensity gradients are of the same orders
as pressure gradients.)

Experiment aI1y, stationary shocks can be observed only
in the presence of boundaries, and boundaries introduce
further viscous effects often greatly modifying the above
thwwetical r~uhs- For instance, co~ider again the ey-
amples of st ep wavw (sketch (b)). lf boundary-Iayer effects
me neglected, then the shocks in both cases are identical for
the same M and 6 in each c~e. In a reai fluid there is a
boundary Iayer ahead of the corner shown at the Ieft, the
development of -which has presumably started some distance
upstream. The production of the shock wave at this corner
inrolres a strong interaction -with the boundary layer, and
the two, shock -wave and boundary layer, modify each
other considerably. In the case shown at the right t-here is
a viscous region near the wec& ~ertex which is quite different
from the boundary layer in the corner. &ain, there is a
strong interaction between this viscous region and the shock
which ‘*originates” there, but the effecta \\-iII, of course, be
different from those at the corner.

Thus it can be expected that “clean” shock wa~es, ha-&g
the t.heoret ical presurc fields shown in sketch (a] of the ,
pressure profile through a step wave, wll probably be the
exception rather than the rule.

In the case of the wedge, the effect of viscosity can be
appreciated by the following example. Let the angle 8 of
the wedge decretwe continuously to zero. Thus the wedge

degenerates to a phme, along which the flow is stilMrongly
retarded- In the neighborhood of the nose there must be a .
strong streamline cur}-at.ure. This gires rise to some kind _ .
of pressure field (shock followed by expansion), extending
from the nose in the general direction of the Mach lines.
With no viscosity,. there would not have been such Mwave 4(.,
system. In this case, theu, the effect of viscosity is very
important.. For further discussion of this, see reference 10.

The geometric conditions (e. g., smaII mecha.nicaI imper- -
fections) may aIso be very important. Consider again a“,
nonticous flow, impinging on a wedge of semiangle 3 (sketch 1.,
(c)). The nose wa-re and a Mach wave fro,m a point ‘Q Ori ‘“
the wedge intersect at a point P, defining a region O’QP whose
height is 17,. For small values of ~, ~, = 6/&where b=~. <

●

OQ to be a sm.aIl Dortion near the nose of ah-o-iv SUPPO% - .

wedge. If there is a disturbance somewhere on OQ, then its
zone of infiuence Ii= within the triangle OQP and so can
also be characterized by the height Ifl. Thus the effect of
disturbances or imperfections near the nose will extend to
distances inve~ely proportional to the wedge angle. In this
case, the magnitude of the effect wilI depend priucipally on
the ampIitude of the disturbance. Such a &turbance might
be caused by the viscous effect described ahve which, gs has
been seen quaIitat iveIy, also increases in importance. with
decreasing angle.

There is a third effect, that of nose bIuntness (sketch (d))l ““-”

/

“-(-+-e-..’”f
(d) ERectofnose bluntness.

This apparently canmot be treated in the same way as a
disturbance on the side of the wedge. The gchlieren
pictures in figure 1 show the effect of bluntness of two wedges
which differ otiy in nose radius. Evidently the extent of the
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(a) Now M@ O L-ICJI. m)Nm I’2-dh%0.C05Inch,
FWL’IM1.—Efl@t of nose bluntnesu on shmk wave from w- (sdnpwd fmm ref~ 6). u=~.fi .TKl_I,Z

region of influence depends on the nose bluntnws as well as
the w.@e of the wedge sides. The whole question of this
effec~ is related to the problem of a detached shock in a
viscous fluid; ewm q urdit ative estimatea are very difficult.
III] t., in general, this effect will also increase in relative
importance if the wedge angle decreases and the Mach
number approaches unity.

The d ect of the wedgo nose on the shock is visible in
whliercn pictures. A..lmost invariably there is an expansion
region foIIowing the shock near its origin at the nose. For
instance, compare the pictures in figures 2(a) and 2(b) which
show the effect of wedge angIe. In the case for which ~= 1.5°
the nose effcc t can be seen to extend much farther ~han for
the wedge of larger angle. (Both wedges have compmablc

nose bluntness.) On the oth~lr hami, the Meet of bounclnry
layer on n shock produmd in n corner is ovidi~!lt iu figure 3.
Near the origin thure is clcmly n considrrabI~ difrmrncc. in
structure lwtwecu shocks originating iat M corner oml those
originating a~ u wedge.

Pressure rneasurmncnts though shocks also revml the
effects dcsc.ribcd above. Figure 4 shows the pressurlh dis-
tributions through the shock from a 3° wedge, iIdwn tit. t \vo
differcn~ heights. The appmmt. thickness of the shock
shown by t.hcse mcasurcme.nts is not thr thicknws t rcfcrmd 10
previously, which is several orders smaller, but rathw is due
to the turbulent bouudwy layer on the mcwsuring prck.
With a laminar boundary layer this appmcnt t.hirk U(W is
oven much larger (cf. fig. 5),

●
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(b) Sendm@ & 4.&; n= radius, 0.W5mntimete~ MI-1.44.

FH;CUE 2.-EtTect of wrtem u@? on !Jmek waves horn mxiges.

i ‘-

[W Turbulent boundary k%je~ .M-1.42.
ICI Turbulent boundary lfmc M=-ls.

FUXWES.+bock wave in a comer.
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In sdI cases, the shock wilI be clean at distances sufficiently
far from the point where they originate provided no other
inflLwnces enter the fiehl. The uccessary distance at a given
Mach number increases as the wedge (or corner) angIe
decreases and as wedge bluntness incrmses. Wlthiu the
confines of wind tunnels and model configura Lions used in
expcrimm taI work, it is somehirnes not possible to produce
shcwk waves suffkiently far from the region where thy are
to be used in an investigation; therefore, the above considera-
tions arc important.

CONICAL SHOCK WAVES

Tht’ pressure ficlcl of a cone in a nonviscous supersonic
flow (sketch (e)) consists of a conical shock wave 0.4 attached
to the nose (for h[ach numbers abovo tlw cletqchmcnt Mach
number} followed by an isentropic field of continuously
rising pressure. “Rays” OM from the nose are isobars.
.4~}-pica] pressure dist,ribut.ion along a Iim A13 in a meridian
.pIanc is sketchecl on the left.. There is n jump in pressure

PO—PI, thro@ the conical shock, fLSin the case of the SteP
shock from a wedge. But in the conical field t.hc pressure
cent inues rising af tw the initial jump until i~ reachw the
vaIue p, at the cone surface. For small cone angIes the
init,itd pressure jump may bc very snMI conqmred with the
totrfblpressure rise (e. g., for a 5° haIf angle cone at M=l.4,

.
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I I
Probe bow$dary layer
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1,16 — — —
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P@l 4 *
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2 4
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FmuEx 5.—Eflcct of probe boundsry layer an statlo.prwsnr’c mmsureurcnts Ibxough s shock
wave. #=Y; .*ft- 1*L

/

(e) CcmfcalpressureMds.

The remarks made for tlw s~ep wave apply also to tho
wave or ‘pressure field due to a cone. Tho initiaJ pressure
jump, in particular, may be great.ly modified by nose cflwts.

t Recent comlmtatims by Lightblll (ref@muee15) show that the dcfiectlon @tiuu@ tho
shock mwe from a oone fs rxqmt!onel to the fmrtb pnwcr of the em male & Th!s mault,
together with the wdl-kmwn rdation for tba Prrwmw codlidont for mm cd ams.lfwk,
leada to the Mowing order+f-msgnltude relat[ons fm caue shocks os mmpred with wdga
Shorn:

‘lat’’cmMp-m*-* (%%.*’(%3..,/”+
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F~e 6 shows the measurement of a wave from a 2° cone
and figure 7, that from a 5° cone, both of comparable bltmt-
nass. The greater nose effect on the 2° cone is clearly
evident. The compression-mpansion wave shown by the
measurement can be seen k the scldieren picture of Jig_ure
8 (a). On the other hand, the wave is much cleaner from”
the 5° cone show-n in figure 8 (b).

A point of interest is tha following: To the pressure jump
P.—PI of sketch (e) th~~ is a corresponding dendy jump

P~—fi that should be mslble in a schlieren picture, which
shows up density gradients. Ho.werer, if this jump is very
srndl, then the corresponding shock thickness t is relatively
large and the density gradient. is smaII, a~ shown above.
Thus a clean cone wave will often not be visible at all in”
scldieren pictures (for cone angI= less than about 5°).
(See, e. g., fig. 8 (b).) -

. . -—

,

00 Pemku@e & ~; nme rdn9p 0.01centimeter; M-I*
0) ~e Jr ~; me mdim 13.037cmttmetec M- L32 .

Foim .s.-EEwt 0[ vertex m@e on shmk warea ftom canes.

DIPULSE-TYPE WAVES

The term %lpulse-type ware” vi-ill be appIied to a
pressure field insisting of a sharp compression immediately
followed by an ~ansion (see sketch (f)). It may be
two-dimensional or atiaIly symmetric. The tiitkl part of
the mnicaI wa~e shown ~ &ure 6 k the impuke t~e. h
this case, hon-e~er, it is foIlowed by a second compression.
A two-dimensional impuhe-twype wave without a following
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compression can be obtained accmcling to non~iscous theory
by the mchxl shown in sketch (f). Afk’r being deflect.ecl at
the nose of a wedge, the flow is c.xpandcd around a corner
tmt.i~it is pardcl to its original direction. Along the line AB,
thiough the point of intersection of shock ware and expansion
waver the pressure distribution WU lx Like that shown.
For small wedge angles, pa =P,.

A nuwsuremcnt of such an impulse. wave
figure 9.

,44,
P,

.

.

is given in

P2._-..-

A

p, - *L. .,.P3 .

(O Impnlw-type wave.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON SHOCK-WAVE REFLECTION

REFLECTION OF INCLINED SHOCK WAVE FROM PLANE SURFACE

In ncm~cous fIow the simpIest example of a shock
reflect ion is t.ha~ illustrated in sketch @. The initial

A c

Ml M~
a

PI

D B ‘“” ‘-” ““

,,JEP=i’’igi”’on:““’”””’‘-------olong streornline ab.. .

(@ Shcwklwflcc$km10rlendscoua HOW.

two-dimensional flow, at Mach number Ml and parallel to
the wall DE, is disturbed by the incident straight compression

Ml

~ “r
.+

A ~T” -
“_-—. .-

\

.
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I.to ‘.

1.08

●

1.06

Ml
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.94; t I
“4 2 0 24

Upstream Dishce, cm )win strw

FIGURE9.-Statt&pressurc survey thmuRh hPUktYpS wavsi Mi=l.S&

I step ware b AB of strength pafpl. To make t.hc flow down.
stream of B pmalkd to tho wall, there mu% bc another
compression wave BC originating aL B and having a st.rcngth
p~fp~~ The prwsum distributions nlong a st.rcamlinc ab and
along tlic wall arc shown in the sketch by dashrd nnd
bmvy lima, respectively.

The strength pzfpl of the incidmt wave nmy h Mmcd,
instu.ful, by the angIc 8 of t.11~dist.urbnncc suppmcd to
produce it (see, e. g., skc~ch (b)). For a given 6 the pressure
ratios across the shock ?Jpl rind across the Mlcchxl wuvo

PJP1 fll vary with Ml. Curves for thu pressure ratios,
which arc easily calcuIatod from a shock polar, are given in
figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the limit for an at tnchcd

I
1Seasecttin “Rcmarks on Ohock Wams.’c
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shock. CorrespondingIy, there is a Limit for a simple, or
regular, reflection (fig. 11}. For dues of Ml below this
Iimit the reflection is the so-called “J1ach reflection” (see
section “Mach retlections”j.

In a red flow, there is a boundary layer (Iaminar or turbu-
Ient) on the vdI. This modifies the simple relkction
pattern and the pressure distributiona sho\\m in sketch (g).

T
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FIOCH 11.—Pressme mtIo acrosa reguk reflecttom

The tmp~riments reported below are concerned principally
with detaiIed measurements of these reflection patterns and
pressures in the presence of tnrbutent and laminm boundary -
layers.

-----

One of the most striliing features is the difference in &ec@
obtained with *turbulent and Iaminar bo.unclary Iayersi” “-‘“
rwpect ively (fig. 12). This diflwence ~-as fit obs,ervcd in ..

,.. .. . ‘- -- t

(a) TmbuIent Immdsrr hirer.

m ~ ~ k==.
FtccEx L2-TYPIcaI shock-ware Me&ions from Eat mrfme wfth botmdmy Iaym.

.&_.

experiments on transonic regions (referenc& 3 and ~) J‘ “”
However, in the transonic case, the “incoming” shock, at-~
some distance fr6m the boundary Iayer, actuaIly depends on
the boundary Iayer, as weII as on the flow field, and cannot be
controlled independently. Therefore it is diF&wlt to study
the effect of the boundary layer itself.

. .

In some earIy investigations into the configuration come-
spon?ling to that shown in sketch (g), an inchned shock wave
mas produced by a wedge and aIIowecI to intersect a ffat
surface. Pictties of the reflection patterns for turbulent
and Iaminar bounda~ layers were presented in reference 6,
together with a quaIitat ive discussion of the phenomena.
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Smn P more. recent schlicren photographs of the typical
patterns are reproduced in figures 12(a} and 12 (b). Rough-
ly, the tippearancc of the reflections is always as follows:

11’it,h a turbulent boundary layer (fig. 12 (a) and sketch
(h)), there is a thickening of the layer immediately upstream
of t.lw point of intemcction with !Ac shock. TIM compression
field due to this thickening modifkw the shape of the iucidcnt
and rcficcted waves in the neighborhood of the. point of in-
te[scc tion.

:Y,,,----x..,,..,,,..,./............4 . ,, ,... , ,,, ,/. . . . .

Turbulent bowdary layer Lorninar ~omlfsry Ioyer

(h) Reflection nattcma.

With a laminar boundary layer (fig. 12 (b) and sketch (h)),
the thickcniug is not so abrupt but begins upstream at a
distance which may be of the order of 50 bouridary-layer
thicknesses (as compmed witL about 5 in the turbulent case).
TIM compression field due to this thickening is greater in
exten~ and not so concontratcd as in the turbulent case.
h’cm the point of intersection, tho incident wave reflects as
from a frco jet surface and the bounclary layer has a” corner,”
which is deo the vertux of a.n expansion ‘(fan.” .4fte.r the
cornw tlusrc is a strong curvature in the boundary layer
giving rise to a second comprmsion region. Transition
may or may no~ occur following the rcflec tion process! de-
pmding on the Rc.ynolcls number, strength of incident
shock, and so forth.

Far from tho surface, the incideo t and reflected waves
should be like those predicted by the simple nonviscous
theory; ‘the compression and expansion regions must com-
i]ine to give” in the large” the same simple pattern (see, c. g.,
slwtclt (b)) for both tmbukmt and Ia.minar boundary layers.a
But in tlw interaction region (which may extend to severaI
hundred bounda@ay.er thicknesses] it seems evident that
the differences are more thatl differences in scale and that the
descriptions of the two phimomena may difTcr essentially.

Before presenting the measurements obtaincxi for reflec-
tions corresponding to the reguIar case (see sketch (g)), a
butter perspective will be obtained. by considering briefly
some of the other cases of shock reflec~iou that may occur.

OTHER SHOCK-REFLECTION CONFIGURATIONS

Normal shock near a wall. -since., by definition, a normal
shock is perpmdicular to tho direction of flow, the flow con-
ditions through a. normal shock near a wall are safisficd
without the introduction of any other shock or discontinuity;
that is, there is no reflection. (See sketch (i).) The the-
oretical surface pressure distribution is then a pressure jump

@In most prsctkxd cases, how8ver, the distances cmnot be freeIy chosenbut are gowrned
by otkmr oharsct-srfstlo leagth psrsmetem enterti the problem, for example, wind-tunnel
~ height of a supmmh zone,and w forth. For ach eases tbe reflection proceedIn the red
flufd may dffler eamM~IlyfromUNldeaf-fhdd cam.

II
M,>l -1● /!42<1 .

Pi P2

(1) Normal shcxk mar a w81L

like that. across the reflection of tin inclined shock. For flow
past a straight wall the pressure jump at a given 3’lath
number is higher through a normal shock than through my
other reflection pattim.

An important prop(’rty of t.hc normal shock is thtit the
Mach number Jis of the flow after the shock is less than
unity; the normal shock scptirates a supwsonic fiuld from a
subsonic one. Since the field downstream i? subsonic, it is
not poisible to describe a normal+ihock configuration with-
out specifying the “conditions at infinity,” whcrms most
rcgdir reffections can be discussed by considering only the
completely supersonic field near the point of reflection. For
this reason experiments on interaction of u normal shocls with
boundary layers may be somewhat more riifficul t than those
with a. regular reflection, for the interaction may change
conditions at infinity,’ thus changing the normal shock, so
that the latter cannot bc indepmdont.ly controlled.

Actually, even for “regular” reflections there is a small
range of liach numl.ma Jll for which .l&< 1 (see fig. 11),
that is, for which the field aftw t.hc reflection is suLssonic, so
that such configurations must be affected by conditions at
infinity. This will be discussed beIow in the section A-ding
with Mach reflections.

Examples of normal, or near-normal, shocks at a wall may
be obserwd cxTerimentally in transonic regions (figs. Ilb
and 1lC in rcfcrc.ncc 5), ahead of rI choked duct (fig. 13 (a)),
and at the base of a Mach rrfktion (SCCsketch (j)). Nor-
mal-shock segments also occur in many other flow pnt h’rns,
for example, in detached shocks.

Mach reflections,-in figure 11, Mw[!cn @ Iinc for a
normal shock and the line showing the Iimit for a regular
reflection, is the region of h Iach reflection. In a Mach
reflection (sketch (j)) tlw incident wave branches, at some
point P al.wve the surface, into a “rdlictd.” wtivc PC and a
nearIy normal wave PB (usually curved). The entropy
changes across APC and across I% arc diffcrunt, but LIM
prcssue”-ratios and the flow directions must bc the same.
Therefore thmc must exist a velocity discontinuity, or vort.vx
sheet, PS extending downstream from l?. These fctihuws of

A

MI

-7i-

P --==_.=_..

(j) MMh reffectkm.
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iai tiormnI shock w month of duct.
wi Mach ra%ct[ on.

(b) Much rwlection.
(d) I@- M7ecthn. .

Fu;rxI 13.—Btfureation at L=M?of shock-wave refkctkm.

u llw~ reflection are evident in the schlierm picture of

figure 1:] (b). :
At Ieast a portion of the flow downstream of : Mach re-

tktion is subsonic, and. therefore the configuration is not
independt=mt of conditions at infinity. The same is true ak
of regular reflections in the region to the left of .lf~= 1 in
figure 11.

Since Mach rt+lections and normal shocks occur, as welI as
regular reflections, and since their regions of definition are
not chwr-cut, especially in the presence of boundary layers,
it is useful, in an experimental investigation, to keep in mind
th{’ir characteristics.

Bifurcated shocks.— .i phenomenon frequently okserved
near the intersection of a shock with a waII is an apparent
branching of the shock, or “bifurcation,” near its base
(sketch (k} and fig. 13). k investigation into thk phenom-
enon was made by Fage and Sargent (reference 1IJ with some

PI

Q

At a normal shock At a Mach At a regular
near u wall reflection ref Iectlon

(kl Btiureated shocks.

.

measurements on the interaction of shocks with a turbulent
boundary layer in a nozzle.

The configuration sometimes Iooks much Iike the triple-
shock &m&uration of a Mach reflection (but inverted} and
there is usually a vortex sheet QR extending downstream
from the branch point. FIowe\-er, the reasons for th~
existence’ of the two cases are different. The JIach reflection
is the triple+hock configuration that must exist. when a
regular reflection is not possibIe, and it does not depend on
the presence of a boundary layer on the waT1. On the other “”
hand, the bifurcation depends entirely on the boundag .
layer. The pressure rise across the she+ system separates “
(or thickens) the boundary layer ahead. Thii deflection of
the boundary layer gives rise to an oblique compression
shock (or continuous compression j which is the front Ieg of --””-
the bifurcation. The other Ieg must e-xist to give proper.
continuity of flow direction and preesure, as e-xplained above.
(Also note next paragraph.) Thus, bifurcation may occui”––
at the base of a normal shock, a Jlach reflection, or a reguIar
reflection (fig. 13).

It does not seem too instructive to study the bifurcation
from the point of view of the geometric conditions which
must be satiafied. The “branches” of the bifurcation are
more likely to be continuous compression regions than sharp
shocks and so do not give the triple-shock configurate ion in
the sense that a IIach reflection dots.
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Reflection of conical shock waves. —The conical pressure
field due to a cone in a nonviscous supersonic flow I.MSbcon
discussed in the section “Remarks on Shock Wares” and
is thero ilhwtrated by sketch (c). If a flat surface is placecl
aIong AB, tl+en, to hum Lhe flow parallel to AB, there must
be a continuous reflection pattern behind the hyperbola of
intemction through A. The theoretical analysis of this
refhwtion is difficuIt (c. g,, rcforcncc 16, p. 416) ad has
apparently not yet bccu completely worked out. lIowe&cr,
it seems reasonable that, qualitatively, the surface pressure
distribution, along a meridian, will also look like that of
sketch (o) but with ordinates approximately doub~cd. In
the e.spcrimcnts described below, cones were found useful
la produce pressure fields like that on the right of the sketch,
having no steep front. In this way tic effect of priasurc
gradient on the boundary Iayer can bc s~udied.

Reflections of shocks from curved surfaces, —Tl~e reflec-
tion of a curvwi shock or pressure field from a plaue surface
is, in a way, an invem problem to that of reflection of a
plane shock from a. cylindrical surface. IIerc, again, there
are apptwently no cases theoretictdly worked out. In
pressure-probe measurements through shock waves, thco-
rctic81 results would be useful in eraIuating the error due
ta the reflection of part of the shock from the probe surface
(without, at first, laking account of the interaction with tlm
boundaqy layer on the probe). The probIem is that of the
mflcction of a plane shock from a circular cylinder.

Reflection of an impuIse-type wave,—If a weak inlpulsc-
type vmvc, hfiving the form shown in sketch (i), is reflected

P4

2

,L

P4 w 2R2

. . ... ...i

.

.. ..----
Weck impulse-type wave Surface pressure at

ref Iect ion from f lot surface

(11MIXtion of-k fmpuketyp W8VL

from a flat surface, then the surface pressure distribution
near tlw” point” of reflection w-ill look like %lmt on the right
of the diagram (cf. reference 14).

The reflection of a strong impuIs+type wave cannot be
treated by a linearized theory. I1owcver, it can be expected
that qualitatively it will h, in general, similar. On the
other hand, viscosity (i. c., boundary layers) will probably
modify th~ distribution in an important manner. The

effect of the boundary Iayer OLIan impulse-type wave is
studied in the experimcnta reported INJow.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

WIND TUNNEL

The mcasuremauts were mado in the GALCIT 4- by 10-
iuch tunnel. (See fig. 14.) Thk” tunnel is a continuously op-

Pressurebox.-..

A

..

$.

Flexib~le.; ‘.
.. ,Second-throd

Confrd

FIGUEE 14.-Sket.ch of C?ALCIT 4- by 10-by M4neh tm.nsanfc-turmd kst wctlon,

crating tunnel with hIach numbers in lhe supmonic rungc
from ill= 1.1 to ‘M= 1.55. The tunnel incorpord.cs a
flexible nozzle of very siqlple design and a l.ravcming syskm
which traverses continuously in two directions. The ~U1lH(?i,

t~c flexible nozzle, and its pcrforma.ncc arc bricfl.y clcscrilxxl
in the appendix.

SCHLIEREN SY~TEM

Sch%ren photographs were taken using spark exposures
of a few @croscconds’ duration. The phmomrma observed
are, however, very steady and the photographs correspond
to the r~pcytivo pressure distribuLiQns. Spark Cxposurcs

are advantageous @ eliminating any lack of rcsolut ion d uc
to oscillallion of the schlimen systcm clwif]g exposure, .in
idea of tlie limit of resolution may bo obhiind from figure
8 (b), which :hows a conical shock haviug a density grudimt
of about 0.01 atmosphere per centimeter.

PEF~URE PROBES

Static pressure withiu the field of flow was mcasurd
using a static tube of 0.05-inch outside diameter with a
pointed tip aud tlvo 0,014-inch-diameter orific.cs approxi-
mately 2 inches from the tip. It was found important for
accurata measurement of steep pressure grmlimts to make
the bounclav layer on the tube turbuhm t. This \vm ac-
complished by a ring of 0.005 -”inch wire mound the tube
about 0.2 inch rearwarcl of Lhc tip of tlw p robo. ‘1’ho im-
portance of this precaution can be seen from a sampIc
measurement as presented in frgum 5. Stugnat.ion pressure
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was measured with a probe made from a hypodermic “needle
ilattened at the mouth. The pertinent dimensions are
given in figure 15.

Total-head tube muunted
---- an traversing strut

.’

cross section of
‘“l ““’---PM.

Laca%an of etatii-
tatal-head tube ofsssure orifice

_ .5
T

.4
&

-a-

.3

<
-Qo

.2,

.1

. .

% 4 2 0
Upetreai

2 4
~.

8
IMtance. cm Downstream

FIGOB1 l&.-vdSth of totel M sI~ M SwfSce wftll ISdnSr bourldnry lsyer. p.’,
mwsnrehdieekf by total-head tub P* sasu8tf.mPressurr.

SHEAR LAYERS

.i great deal of effort vm.s spent in trying to produce
supersonic shear Iayers. It was fit attempted to obtain a
shear layer in the wake of a curved shock wave. Here the
entropy change, variabIe from point to point on the wave,
produces a wide slipstream, that is, a shear Iayer. This
method is clean and ekgant but at the l] ach numbers -which
conkl be reached (J.f< 1.6) the possible variations of entropy
and, therefore, of velocity in the shear layer are too small
to be used for an investigation of reflection processes.

Wire grids of uneven spacing viere next tried. Here the
ditlklty arose that the docity. distribution behind such a
grid was not smooth and ~aried rapidIy in the downstream
direction. Furthermore, the Iosses in the production of the
shear layer were so great as to bring the tunnel near the
choking condition and hence manipulation with a wedge and
shock waves was not possible.

The wake from a flat plate was found to be the best way
under the present conditions to produce a shear Iayer. The

wake has the disadvantage thab the yelocity distribution is
ILOt monotonic and the reflection characteristics are therefore
more irmohd.

REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM SCSUNDARY LAYEWJ
(MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE PR~SURS9)

A shock wave from a wedge or cone is aIIovmd to intersect ,.-
t.he flat surface of a pIate. (See sketch (m).) TIM plate is

Tmverse

\
&

-Stafk - pressure hole .- .. .. .

(m) Mmsectfan of shock wme from wedge* MO with phte.
. . .

supported from the side walls, and its angle of attack relative
to the flow direction is adjustable. The wedge or cone is
mounted on the strut attached b the traveming carriage”.:.
(tlg. 14) so that its position, verticaI or horizontal, can be
varied continuously during operation. ~th this arrang~
ment the incident shock wave can be moved back and forth
over one of the static holes in the surtice of the plate. Thus
the pressure ahead of and behind the point of intersection
is measured at a single static hole as the shock wave passes
omr it. This is equivtdent to fixing the shock and taking
measurements on a series of static hoIes in the vicinity of
the intersection, provided the boundaq--layer characteristics
are constant, or nearly constant, over the region traversed.
At the position where most of the measurements were made
(22= 0.9x iO~ there is little change in the boundq Iayer
over the measuring region (e. g., fig. 15). The error increases
for measurements nearer the Ieading edge of the plale, but
then another effect (see “Ilemarks on Boundary Layers in
Supersonic Flow”)” becomes even more important.

This method has sereral advantages: In the first place,
attaching a wedge or cone to the traversing strut is cmsider-
abIy easier and faster than supporting it from the walJ.s (in
the present test section). SecondIy, there is no need to
correct for reading differences in a series of static hoks and
there is no scatter in the readings. Some of the sznfl
pressure gradients measured wotid be completely obliterated
by the dMerences that can be expected between difh+rent
hoIes. ‘Furthermore, it vrotid be impossible to place, within
the smaII regions imvatigated,a sufficient number of hoIes.
FinalIy, it is quite convenient, experimentdy, to make all
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rcadin~ on a siugIc nmnome~er without switching devices
and so forth. SOMUerror could be introduced by reflection
of tumwl wavw from thu wedge, as the latter moves forward.
Compw-ing results of various runs made, for example, with
the wedge at two different heights, indicates that this effect
was m)t important’b~ t.hu measurements presented hero.

C’lmnges in the vertical and horizontal positions of the
wedge dr cone can be rode to withiu 0.01 centimeter.
Prexures aro measured on mercury and on nlmhol mimom-
etws, depending on the magnitudes of the prcwurc changes
being studied. The. accuracies arc about 0.01 centimeter of
mercury Rnd 0.1 crnt.imctm of alcohol, respectively.

In studying the effects of Lurbuhmt, and lstmimw boundaq
laym, Lhc t.urbulenL boundary layer was obtained by
stretching a very Lhill wire ticross the surface of the pIate
near iks leading edge. if more detailed discu~~ion of tho
boundary layer is given in the section “Rcma.rks on Boundary
Laym in Supcreonic Flow.”

MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL HEAD

Tlw sume tcchniq uc as described in the preceding section
w-m used to rneasurc total hed very near the surface. A
total-hind tube with a. flat narrow mouth (figs. 15 and 16)

(W Turhlent bmndary Iay@r. (TotaMead lmbe vlsfhle In twundary Sayer, at lower right
comer of picture.)

(b) LarrIlner bwndery hly~.

Fmrmm 16.—Refl6dcm IMtterm of 4.W chock wave. AfI- 1.44.

WIM &cd to the surface of the plntc. ~istribution of lotu[
head near the surface wus then mensured by moving the
interaction zone back and forth over it, us described ahovc.

.x BOUNDARY-LAYER PROFILES

Measurements of tottd head at various heights iu lhc
bounda~ layer \{ere made with a totd-hwd tulw which
was set at various heights by means of the traversing strul.

There was no vibration of the tube. Typical profilcsl rom-
putml frti these mcasurenwnts, and d ifnensions of the probe
are. shown in fi~nlre 17.

BoMdory-loyer edges os seen
in schlieren system

1.0

.8 .

.. ’-- ,.

—M= I
.—-—

J —
.6

total -head tube 1“

u!%

I

. .4 / -.

I ~ Laminor
-–- --– Turbulento

;

.2

0 .4 .8 I .2 I .6 2.0.
Oistance obove surface, mm

Fwmm 17.—Boumdary4uyerprofllm on flat surface. M- 1.W; 1?. 0.9)( I@,

PRODUCTION OF SHOCK wAVES AT A COR!41tSt

Pressire distributions in the vicinity of a corner” in super-
sonic flo~v were obtained by u shrdar mcdmd. A wedge,
forming a corner at its line of coutuc.1 wiLh the pinto (fig. 3),
is moved back am-f forth, hy the traversing strut, relative to
a fked static hole on the plate. This gives the pressure
distribution ahmd of the corum.

VISUALIZATION OF TRANSITION IN BOUfiLsARY LAYER,,

Essentially, the technique used for visudiz~tion of transi- .
t.ion in boundary laye~ is simikw to tho conhminutism and
evaporation techniques used by British invest.iga tors, (See
reference 17 for a summary,) The polished fint plRt.c used
for tho boundary-layer and swfrwc-pressure mcm.urernenls
was coated with a very thin film of machino oil. During
operation, this film of oil would catch the wry tlnc particles
of dust present in the air. Probably bccausc of L]ie wry

much greater rliffusion or turbtdent mixing which oecure in
the turbultm~ boundary layer, t.ho regions of the plate with
turbulent flow are coated with Lhc dust purticlea and appmr
dull as compared with the shiny appmrcmc~ of the portion
with huninar boundary layer. Figure 18 shows the trnccs
of typical patterm. It was found that the demarcation of
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the two regions Lwcame more pronounced if the tunnel was
operated momentarily with condensation. That the two
regions observed redly distinguished the Iaminar and tur-
bulent types of boundary-layer flow was confirmed by:

[11 Profile measurements in the two regions (fig. 17}.
(2”I The fact that the observed laminar type could

be changed into the turbulent type either by raising the
ReynoIds number of the flow or by introducing disturb-
ances on the surface of th~ plate.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF SHOCK-WAVE AND
BOUNDARY-LAYERIN~ERXTION

In this section, surface pressure distributions are presented
for several cases of shock-ware and boundary-Iayer inter-
action, together with reIated measurements. The results
for the cases investigated are quantitative. 130we-rer, there
is no attempt to present data for a long series of measure-
ments, such as might be made with a given configuration
and varying parameters, for example, M and R. Rather,
severid different cordigurations’ are investigated; these show
the typical effects and their relative importance. With
some of the more important. effects estabhslwd and the.
general picture thus outlined, a more detailed series of
measurements can be made if required for any specific
purpose.

In presenting these data, the zero of the position coordi-
nate is taken as the (theoretical) intersection of the shock

?

.-

viave with the surface (e. g., see sketch in fig. 19). This is _
usualIy obtained directly from photographs by extending-
the straight portion of the shock wave tilI it intersects the
surface. This girea good checks with that obtained by
calculation of the wave angle, in eases. where the shock wave
is clean. The ~-ertical coordinate is given as Ap/p,, where
Ap =p—pl and pl is the static pressure in the undisturbed”
flow ahead of the interaction; p is the local static pressure.

.281 I t I I I i I (

I I I o LJninar hndary l&r
D Tu@denf bpundary I,ayar I I I

.24 I I I I I I I
#El 1

I?mms 19.–EefleetI0n of shock wave from Eat -wrb2e. T.* .lfL-L* R-MXW.

The stagnation pressure p, is atmospheric pressure in aII
cases. Reynolds number at the point of measurement and
the Mach number in the undisturbed flow are also noted in
each figure.

The theoretical pressure jump for the reflection, which is
obtained by using figure 11 and tabIes of p/pe against M, is

aLso shown. Ho~eYer, the significance of this indicated
theoretical pressure jump is somewhat doubtfuI. Slight
differences in HOWconditions give different effective Twdge
angles. In figure 19 a ghange of 0.01 in the theoretical value
of the pressure jump would be caused by a change of 0.15°
in effecti-re wedge angle.

The pressure distributions couId not be reliably continued
farther downstream than shown in the figures, because of
interference due to waves from the traihg edges or sides of
the wedges used.

----

.—.

REFLECTION OF .4 W ShEP WAVE

.A pressure survey through the shock wave from a 4.5°- ,
wedge is shown in figure 20. This wave was reflected from --c.
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a flat surface with turbulent and laminar boundary layers,
for which profile measurements are given in figure 17,
(Also see section “Comparison of hfeasured and Theoretical
Results.”) SchIicren pictures of the reflection patterns in
the two cases are reproduced in figure 16, and surface pressure.
distributions are given in figure 19. .

lq

q-$- ---wedge

.005” wire ring-..

1.28

,.- --Thecuetical

t.24

1.20

1.16
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\
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1,12

0
1.08

1.04

1.00
1,6 1.2 .8 .4-
Upstream

.4 .8
Dista~e, cm D!&strJR

FIGLIEEX&&atfc—pmgure survey thrau@ step wave frum 4.5” mdse. 8-4.6°; M,- 1.44.

ScveraI features of these pressure distributions are out-
standing: (1) For the t.urbuIe.nt case the presstire rises
steeply with little preliminary compression. In the laminar
case there is an initia~ smalI rise, or “bump,” in the distri-
I)ut.ionl beginning considerably farther upstream of the main
rise, (2) The steep parts of the curves are displaced by
abouL % cent.imetor; for the Itiminar case it is farther back.
(3) The prc~ure.for the turbulent case fimt rises to a value.
near that predicted by simple theory and then decreases.
In the larninm case there is an appreciable overcompreasion,
followed by an expansion. As noted above, the indicated
theoretical value is doubt,f ul; but the difference in pressure
rises for turbulent tmd laminar cases is red.

Figure 21 is adapted from the measurements given by
Fagc and Sarge.nL (reference 11). This gives thu pressure
distribution due to tlm reflection of a wave of nearly the
srune strength as the one in figure 19. The figure gives
data only for a turbulent boundary Iayer at a higher Reynolds
number than that in the abovo case (6X 10@as compared
with 0.9 X 10~, but it will bo noted Lhab
simi]ar to tbo turbulent case of &ure 19.

.

the distrib ut~on is
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FtGUEE 21.–RellwtIc4I af shock WWVEfrom Eat aarfam (adapted ham Fsge and Smgcnt,
referents 11, R& 7). a#fi .w*.l.4fi R-exl~ tufixlleat boundary layer; Cllmw
@/P., 0.19.

REFLECTIONS OF A $“ STEP WAVE

A simihr set of measurements, using a 3° wedge, is given
in &ure 22. (The shock wavo here is the onc for which a
pressure syrvcy is given in fig. 4 (y=2.5 cm).) lU this case,
the pressure rise~, in both cases, aro higher thm t.hc tl~corct-
icaI (again note the remarks made above). The tohd rim
in the laminar case is higher t.htin Lhat in Lhc Lurbuhmt case.

MACHREFLECTIONS..
hleasurements of surfaco pressures at ~lach reflections am

given in figure 23. Thuse show the same features as the
regular reflections above. A schlicrcu pic.Luro of this Jlach
reflection is reproduced in figure 13 (c).

REFLECTIONS OF A 10” CONE WAVE

Figuro 24 gives surface pressure distributions for the reflec-
tions of the wave due to a 10° cone. This figure should be
compared with the pressure distril-m t,ions oh the rcffection r
of a comparable step wave, shown in figure 22,and note
should be taken of the simiIa’rity in upstream pressure dis-
tributions in the two cases.

*
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REFLEC’TIOXS OF A ~ CO?IE WAVE

Figure 7 gires pressure measurement through tie .\yaye,
and tlgure 25 gives the Surfac+pressure measurements at the..—
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re.k’tionsf for turbulent and lamimr boundary layers. A
dr parture from the trends of Lhe last four cases will be ob-
ecrved; t.haL is, there is no relative displacement of the two
ct wves; thy coincide with each other early.. . ~

In ronrwction with this it should be notod that a 5° cone
wave ]iBs a t otaI theoretical pressure rise PJPl of 1.05 and
corre spends, in total pressure” rise, that is, in strength, to a
1° step wave. IIowever, the initial th.eoreticaI pressure jump
pJpl is only 1.002, and so, because of the effect of shock
thickness, the inititd pressure gradient may be ody of the
order 0.01 atmosphere per centimeter (ace section “Remarks
on Shork Waves”) and separation may not occur.

SUPERSONIC FLOW AT A COENER WITH BOUNDAEY LAYER

The pressure distributions ahead of a corner; for turbu-
lent and Iaminar flow, are presented in figures 26 and 27.
,Schlicren pictures of the two cases are reproduced in figures
3 (c) and 3 (d). The similarity between theso pressure dis-
tributions and those for the mflect.ion of an incident step
wave is quite apparent,

REFLECTIONS OF IMPULSE-TYPE WAVEY

An im@e-tyPe wave was obtained in the initial part of the
prewwc f%dd due ta a 2° cone of O.Ol+xmtirncter nose radius,
IvIeasuremcnts through Lhc wave me given in 6gurc 6, while
flgurc 28 gives the surface prmsurc dist.rilmt ions at reflections
of the wave from turbulenh and laminar boundary layers.
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~he upstream portions of the pressure distributions look
much Iike the typical ones already obser~ed above. But
farther downstream the effects are ditTerent; the striking
fe~ture is the “smoothing” or “smearimg” of the impulse
wu~-e by the laminar boundary layer.

In tigure 29 are shown the reelections of the wave due to a
1.5° wedge. No measurements of the wave itseff had been
made at the time figure 29 was obtained, but it is beliewd
to be the impuise type. The same typical smoothing by
the laminar boundary layer is exhibited.

M, 9+ Wedge

8

‘\\ ,8

FIIHTU 2g.-ReMon of hnpukt~ shock ware from Mt 5nrfWe. 8-I.Y; M-L4S;
R-O. IJXUY.

To study better the phenomena, FLclean impulse-type
wave [i. e., without a foIIowing compression) was obtained
by the method described in the section “Remarks on Shock
Waves.” The form of this wave is shown by the measure-
n~ents k fi~e 9, and Schlieren pictures of the reff ections
from turbulent and laminar boundary layers are given in
figure :30. The surface pressure distributions for the re&c-
tion are shown in figure 31. Again the smearing by the
laminar boundary layer is strikingly exhibited. ?Sote
should be taken that the upstream effect is the same as that
for step waves.

MODELS OF TYPICAL REFLEcTIONS

The case of the 4.5° step wave was selected for further
investigation in order to get a better understanding of the
interaction region. lIeasurcments of total head near the
surface in the interaction region were obt.a”med b~ the method

described in the section “JIeasurements of Total Head.”
The measurements are given, in figures 32 and 33. For i
better appreciation of these total-head measurements, the

->

st~tic-pressure measurements of figure 19 are aI.so partly _
reproduced in the same figures, this time in terms of actual
presure: The curves clearly show the thickening of--the
boundary layer upstreafi of th~ shork and a definite regioti
of separation in the Iaminar case. (A longitudinal_. tota~-
head surrey in the undisturbed boundary ltiyer very near -
the pIate is given, in fig. 15, for comparison.)

Figure 34 is a diagram of the shock-interaction region at ii-
turbukmt botmdar~ layer and figure 35 is tht for a larninar
boundary layer. These were constructed on the basis of
information from the schlieren pictu- (fig. 16), surface-
pressure measurements (fig. 19), and total-head Measure”
ments (&s. 32 and 33). The streandine ahead of the shock
in the Iaminar case vras computed by appro.umating the
initial pressure rise b)- two straight Lines. The IIach “nmiw
hers,, other than the initial A[ach number, were computed. .

.-
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The strean-dine curvature immediately following the corner
(fig. 35) is of the correct order of magnitude to account for
the dihence in maximum surface pressures in the Iaminar
and turbulent cases. The shape shown for the separated
region is not meant to be an accurate representation. Only
its fixtent along the flat surface is definite. The wave ar@e of
the reflected wa~-e far from the interaction region has been
drawn, in the large, at the theoretical due. (See section
“Reflection of Inclined Shock wave from Plane Surface.”)

REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM SHEAR LAYEIW

Since accurate quantitative results for reflection of shock
waves from shear layers could not be obtained, only a few
representative roses are discussed here. Fwre 36 shows
typical interaction configurations used in the attempted
study of the reflection process. The incident wave from
the wedge interacting with the shear layer (wake of a flat
plate, fit in. thick, IK in. Iong) spIita up into the transmitted
and reflected systrma of waves. The general character of
the shear layer is shown by the typical profiks, measured
with a total-head tube, which are reproduced in figure 37.
The vridenhg of the wake, together with the nonuniformity
of flow int reduced by the traihg+dge shock waves, ren-
dered attempts at quantitative measurements of the reflected
and transmitted wti-re systems ~~tremely d~cult. Qualita-
tively, the effect of the shear-layer profile shape on the
reflection process may be seen from figures 36 (a) and 36 (b)
where the reffected wave is seen to be stronger -when the

o reflection takes pItice from the part of a shear layer with a
greater gradient. and greater change in llach number.

Another point of interest to be noticed in the abow-
mentioned photographs is the deflection of the shear layer
at the interaction. Here, again, accurate quantitative
measurements proved unsuccessfti. The corupIications
mentioned above were felt to outweigh the theoretical
advantages to be obtained by preliminary investigations of
purely supersonic shear layers. -“

REMARKS ON BOUNDARY LAYERS IX SUPERSONIC FLOW

In these experiments it was necessa~ to have control of
the boundary Iayer, that is, to have means of establishing “-”
laminar or turbulent boundary la~-ers as required and of
ascertaining that clean conditions in the respective cases had
been obtained. ,

L4MIiSAEEO~!fLIARYLAYER

To obtain a surface with a Iaminar bound~ layer a
vdge+haped plate, like that on the Ieft in sketch (n), WE
used. A Iaminar boundary Iayer extending back at le&
12 centimeters (R= 1.3X 109 on the upper surface could be .
obtained. It was fetid bmt to have the uppt’r surface at a
alight negative angle of attatli (about 0.1”). The leading
edge must be free of nicks and other imperfections. TriaJs
with a flat plate ha~~ a pointed nose as on the right in
sketch (n) proved unsuccessful for establishing a large enough
region with Iaminar boundary Ia-yer.

It appears thai Ieading-edge conditions (hnperfections,
position of stagnation points, expansion regions, etc.) are of .
great importance; a systematic study of the problem has
not yet been made.

In shock-wa~e and bou&l&-Iayer interaction, dficuhies
were encountered in the measurement of pressure distribu-
tions when the reff ection process took place cm the laminar
boundary Iayer near the Ieading edge of the plate (i. e., at
low Reynolds numbers). Here the upstream influence was ~
sometimes large enough to affect the flow at the nose of the _
plate; this in turn affected the character of the boundary
layer and the resulting interaction was even more complicated
than usuar. .This “consideration makes it imperative that
the Iamiiar regions extend sufEciently far downstream of
the leading edge.

T~RRLZENTBOLINDARY LAYER

The production of a turbuIent bounda~ Iayer requires
just as much care as that of a Iaminar bounds.g- layer. In
subsonic flow, the transition from Iaminar to turbulent- ..’
boundary Iayer depends on Re~molds number and on the
amplitude (and frequency) of disturbances imposed on the . . .
larninar flow. These same parameters me important in
supersonic flow, but no quantitative data are available.
& already mentioned above, nose shape, position of stagna- .
tion point, Ieading-edge imperfections, and so forth appear
to influence strongly the transition. .——

,
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Tracings of the transition region, on the surface of the plate
shown on the left in sketch (n), were obtained by the tech-
nique described in the section ‘%smlization of Transition
in Bo&dary Layers.” These tiacinga are reproduced in
figure 18. Turbulence is established earIy in the. flow
directly behind nicks in the leading edge and spreads out
into vmdge-shaped zones, b-y the proceks of contmnination
(reference 18). Removal of the nicks from the leading edge
and careful smoothing ehoi.nate the vredge+haped turbulent
regions from the middle of the plate but not the regions on
the sides, which originate at the juncture of plate and side
WSILS. (These turbuIent zones must be taken into account
in any 1- -boundrmy-layer measurements which gi~e
an integrated -due across the span of the pIate, e. g., by
quantitative schlieren, interferometer, or X-ray techniques.
Such turbtient side regions, and any other mixed regiom
that might exist on the middle of the plate, will intioduce
considera,bIe errors if neglected in we calculations.)

The above discussion indicates that it maybe ~cult to
obtain a cIean turbulent boundary Irqrer, unless regio~ ~e~ .
dg~treem of tie leading edge are used (more t@g ab@ __
15 cm in the present case)- E-ren raising R is not sticient ~r
to ensure that there may not be long “tongues” of lafiar
flow extending into the turbulent region. In the pr~;ri~”-”
experiments it wss”found con-renient to ensure an early weIi- ‘“”“-
deYeIoped turbulent boundary layer by stretching a O-005- “,
irich wire across the surface of the pIate, about an inch down- ‘ :-’”
stream of the lead@ edge. This ‘creates a disturbance irt
the laminar boundary layer which causes an early transition . .
to a uniform turbulent flow (fig. 18 (c)). —. .-—.

IDIRNTll?IC~m.ONOF~“AR NNi ~ULENT BOUNDARYLAYERS “‘—–

In schlieren or shadow pictures, the laminar boundary’ ‘--’
layer has a sharply d&ned edge, while the turbuIent bound-. ,_
ary layer is thick and &fFuse (cf. figs. 12 (b) and 12 ca)).
At some distance downstream of the leading edge, where the
tmrbuIent side regions have become fairly tide, and in cases ,
where @ed regions exist at the middle of the pIate, this
method will be confusing. However, when it is supple-
mented by other checks, for example, - study of transition “-”
zones and measurement of profiles, so that tie typical “-
appearances me correctly learned, then the *al method
can be reliable and very convenient. .——

F@ue 17 shoys typical profile measurements in lrunimm
rmd turbulent boundary layers established by the methods ._
discussed. above. They were obtained horn total-head
measuremmts and calculated on the basis of a Prandtl
number of uni~. Since the profles are principally for corn- _
parison, it was not necessary to make more elaborate meas-
urements and calculations.

It will be noted that in these experiments the boundary
layers are Iaminar or turbuIent at the same Re3molds number. _.._.
Doubt is sometimes espres-sed as to whether the distkction .
is -rali& that is, whether an “artificial” production of tur- . .
btient boundary layer, as by the tie technique described, .
gives a “genuinely turbulent” boundary Iayer. h tti .
correction it should be recalled that in all cases the pro-
duction of turbulent boundary Iayer is artficid. That is,
the establishment of a turbulent boundary layer is a t-ra~i- ----
tion from an essentially unstable to a stible con&gation. _
The transition can take place over a tide range of Reynolds
numbers depencliqg on the disturbances impose”d on the
(unstabIe) lamim+r flow. Turbulent flow produced b-y eady
transition is just as genuineIy turbulent as that develop&a
later and shows the same characteristics (cf. figs. 19 and 21).

slisso>Tc susLAYEE

In some theoretical investigations of Shocli:wave and “
boundary-layer interaction (cf. reference 13) the thickness “
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of the subsonic part of a boundary Ia-yer is important. It
will be noted in &ure 17 thtit there is littJe difference in sub-
sonic thicheases of the. laminar and turbulent boundary
iayem, at least in that case. Furthermore, it is obvious that
in the casw where the outer flow is near 31=1, for example,
transonic flow, there could be little difference in subscmic.
thicknesses. Reference 6 gives measurements demor&at-
ing such a cas~.

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

Some discussion concerning the production of shock wavm.
in the preae.nce of walls with boundary Iayer and of possible
reflection patterns has dread y been given. A few words
may be adcled here on the comparison of the measured
results with the existing theoretical studies of Howarth,
Tsien and Finaton, hfmble, and Lees. Howarth (reference
14) deals with t.ho case of an impulse-typ~ shock wave in a
uniform supersonic field which is reflected from .a half-infinite
subsonic field. The problem is then characterized by two
h [ach numbers 31,” and illz in th~ supersonic and subsonic
half plane, respectively, by the stre~th of the wave, and
finally by t.he.ordy characteristic length of the problem, the
width e of the impulse-tcype wave. Ibwarth uses the stand-
ard linearized potential equation and discusses the pressure
distribution near the discontinuity surface as a function of
.JI1 and 31: which occur only in a combination Ii

~=~$ili? ~~.lf+ 1

@lf**~m ‘“ ““

Thus k represents a reflection “coefficient, OR the basis of
this model, Howarth is able to demonstrate quantitatively
in a simple fashion the upstream inftuence and, iu general,
the pressure distribution produced by the incoming comp-
ression wave; both compremion ri~d expansion regions
appear in this distribu-tion.

Tsien nnd Flnstbn (referenee 13) have attempted to im-
prove Howar’th’s model to make it more closely-correspond to
the boundary-layer problem. They retain the linearization
but consider the subsonic part of Howarth’s model to be
bounded by a sohbnmface. Thus a ncw length b, the thick:
ness of the subsonic region, enters. On the basis of this
model, which k now characterized mainly by fill, illz, and b,
two cases are discussed: The reflection of a step w~ve and the
flow near a small corner. Prciiimie distributions on the wall
and near the surface of ,discontinuity are obtained, The
combination of comprws.ion and expansion in the reflected
wave is again obtr@wd and the upstream influence is demon-
strated in ,the case of both ~~e.reflectioq an-d the ffow ~i~hin
a corner. The authora then premed to discuss the experi-
mental results, specifically the difference in the interaction
process bctwecm laminar and turbulent bounckq layers, and
arrive at the conclusion that the thickness of the subsonic
part of a boundary layer is the characteristic length param-
eter and that this length is of a dfierent order of magnitude
in the Iaminar and turbulent layers. It has already been”
pointed out that in”all cases so far investigated th~ subsonic

sublayer is of roughly the same thickness in the laminmr alhl
turbulent layers, and hence the argument of Tsicn and
Finstcm is .certainIy not correct.

The subsonic sublay& is of major importance and cm is u
priori temptd to define a length parameter bused on tl@

thickness b and the Prandtl-Cilrmert factor ~1 —IlfZs, Imtmnc --
difficulty is immediately apparent, namely, that JZL in an

actual case is indeknite since ~~- varies from () to” 1 k .”
the subsonic layer. Hence” a certain reran value for Aft
should h ttiken which wmxldbe diffment in the lnmimr and

turbuImt cases. The obvious difllculty of .dotmminiug this
mean vaIue in a rational way led, as a matt.ur of ftict, tv
Colo’s iwdgat.ion of the IiropRgation of sound waves in a
boundary Iayer briefly ment ionrd in rcfermce & Here tho
diffraction of sound waves due to the wiocity profdo was
stqdied and the Jlffercmce between huninm and turlmhmt
profh wa9 shown. ---

Xfmbb (refercnm 12) restricts hihmwlf to the case of p~lrrly
supemonic flow and conside~ the reff ec Lion n.nd tmmsmi~~ion
of weak shock waves through shear layers. The omission
of the subsonic part is evidently u very great sirnplifirn[ion
of the problem and excludes the possibility of compnring
31arble’s” results with boundary-layer processes. However,
this simplificatioti enables Jfarble to consider arbitrary
velocity .distributiouis. The discussion of various reflection
patterns as given by Jlarble is rather interesting and impnr-
tant for the outer layers of a boundary layer \vhorc his com-
p;titioti apply locidly.

The three papers discussed above htivc in common [hut [Ilc
equations are linearized. Actufdly the uttwnpts mwic nnd
discussgd in this report to investigate a typiml shcwr layer
for a comparison with 31arhIe’s theory, wrm. esecnt idly
intended. to check on the applicability of the liimwimtion
since this is [he only stringent assumption in 31tirIdc’s work.
In the cwe of a shear lnyer the linmrimtihg appears .1o apply
reasmmbIy well. In the boundary-Iuyer iuvcst.igal ion, on
the other hand, the measurements showed that lhc inlm-
act.ion proces is nodinem in character even for very wuttk
waves, that is, for waves for which the Iinenrim.1 thcury of
supemonic flow (e. g., for airfo’lls) is known to hohl wc~,.
k a matter of fact, in the measurcmenh reported hmc it
was diITi.cult indeed to obtain reflections from. u huninar
boundary layer without locrd sepamtion.

Lees (reference 9) has extended aml used a procmhu rc,
given independently in reference 8, in which the Pohlhnusen
meth&i is used together with simpl~ supmecmic-flow thuory
of the outer flow to account for the mmlinmr inlyrtlcl ion
process. This attempt. appears to bc at prwwnt the n~osL
rerdistic one; since the measurements clearly imlicatc thtiL
the behavior of & boundary Iayer in a prmsurc grndkn~

ahead of the shock ..wavd is of primnry importtincc. 111
~“eement with tho experimental results rcportcxl l~rrc, I.A’cs
finds that the laminar boundary layer should almost alwwys
separate in a shock-wave reflection process. Still, LCCS’
model and assumptions me too restrictive to lend to quan-
titative. results as yet, and the validity of the proccdurc,
especially since separation occurs, is not ccrtnin.
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The problem of computing the length of upstream, in-
ffuenre. if the shock-wave and boundary-layer characterist ics
are known, has so far not been solved quantitatively.

~ONCLUSIONS

From an investigation of the reflection of shock waves
from boundary layers, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. If an oblique shock wa~e is reflected from a.solid surface
in steady flow, then the refkcted wave pattern depends
strongly ,upori the state of the boundary layer on the surface.
Ltiminar and turbulent boundary Iayers lead to very dif-
ft’rtmt reflection patterns in the neighborhood of the surface.
The rq$on in whirh the differences are marked extends to
several hundred boundar~--1ayer thicknesses out from the
solid surface. The reflection in the turbulent case is much
closer to the nonviscous idealization. In the laminar case
thc reflection process ditlers essentially from the nonviscous .
pattern.

2. The Iaminar boundary layer almost ahrays separates
in a limited region ahead of the impinging shock ware. The
pressure increase extends upstream for distances of about 50
boundary-layer thicknesses in the lIach number and
Reynolds number range investigated. In spite of the local ,
w’pmation and the pressure gradient, trunsit ion does not
always occur immediately following the reflection process.
In the turbulent boundary Iayer no separation was found.

3. Similar results hold for the interaction with a shock
lvave originating in a corner.

here are similar to those found

The pressure distributions
in the reflection pattern; in

the laminar case the influence of the corner extends far .=
upstream.

4. Shock waves of the step type have to be dist-ingukhed
from the imp&e-type wave. An impulse-type wave ““‘“=
consists of a shock followed immediately by an expansion
ware. An impulse-type wave can be produced by a suitabl~ .
leading+dge shape on a wedge. Impulse-type waves am
found aIso to originate from wedges and comes of smalI
deflection angle. Here nose curvature and vixous effec~ - ‘-~
are the primary causes for the occurrence of the impuke ‘ “’— .-
wnve.

,.

5. The essential feature in boundary-layer interaction “

is the behavior of the boundary-~ayer flow in the region . ...:...
of pressure gradient upstream of the shock wave. I-arninar .--. ..
and turbulent l~yers dtier in this respect. and not mainly
in the thickness of the subsonic sublayer.

6. The laminar boundary Iayer on a flat plate in supersoti~””
flow shows wedge-shaped transition regions originat”mg from ‘“-
the side walk and disturbances of the surface, similar to
the well-known subsonic case. This contamination effect ~
is important for the evaluation of bounda~-layer pm”files - “-
from interferograms and, in general, for all methods in which
measurements taken in the boundary Iayer are integrated

-J. —-.-

across the tunnel.
. ..—
——
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APPENDIX

CAL1BRATION AND EVALUATION OF FLEXIBLE NOZZLE

lXTRODUCTTOh-

The problem of using a ffexible nozzle for the production
of continuously -ramble, shock-free, uniform, supersonic
h-m consists essentially in devis~u a means of closeIy
approximating the requisite aerodynamic shapes by the
deflection patterns of the nozzle plate. .ti analytical
attempt at detmmining the optimum end conditions,
positioning of loading points, and magnitude of the loadings
may, in general, be set up as a beam problem with known
end conditions of the beam (direction usually fixed, for
smooth entrance and exit flow .conditionsj and point loads.
The control variables would then be the number, the location,
and the ma=mitude of the Ioads. The aim is to reproduce
pr-ribed shapes o~er a part of the span. In order that
tlw representation as a beam be a reasonable one the stiflness
r+ of the nozzle plate must be high.

BRIEF DESCEIPTIOX OF TEST SECTIOX ISCOItPOItATIXG
FLEXIBLE NOZZLET

The working section of the GALCIT 4- by 10-inch
t ransonic tunnel is sketched in figure 14 showing the essential
features of the design. The floor block of the test section
carries the one-waII flexible nozzle plate together with the

1Amom d&aIIed descriptbn of the design OMFhe found in refrmnce 12.

..—.

swi-relling jack+mmr controls for the main nozzle ancl the “ .-
second throat.* The floor is hinged just downstream of the
main jack and its downstream end can be raised or Iowered ‘““
by a jack at the e.x-it.end to alter boundary-layer compensa-
tion. The afterat ions in boundary-layer allowance c@ be.—
carried out duri~m operation. The ceiling block .of the
tunneI supports the entire travers@ mechanism and “&i-
tains e sIOt for the traversing mm. A pre=ure box mounted
on the ceiling block enc~oses the traver@ mechanism a~d...
seaIs it to the test section. Pressure sealing of the test.
section is secured by means of rubber tube-in~roo~e eeah
between the side walk and floor and the ceiling blocks. The
main flexible nozzle consists of a spring steel pIate of “varying ‘—
thickness as shown in figure 38. It is anchord in the con- _,.
traction, with the downstream end also direct ion-fi.ed but
free to move horizontally on rollers when deflected by tbe
jacks. The. second-throat nozzle plate begins where the
primary nozzle ends. The flexible second throat acts as a
supersonic diffuser during supersonic operation and as a
speed control for the subsonic range. —.
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Flow .
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Nozzle plofe ond fittings
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Representation os fixed-end beorn

FIGLIEE38.-FlaxMa nozzleplate.

MATCHING PROCEDURES

In the iuterests of a simple, practical design for the
GALCIT 4- by 10-inch transonic wind tunnel (ace reference
12 for dctaih), the problem stated in the introduction to the
appendix was further narrowed down. Some of the less

in~portanL variablcs were eliminated by physical consider-
at ions of design and trial-and-error methods. The number
of jack points, or loads, on the plate was restricted to Lwo.
The location of these was fi..ecl. Figure 38 shows the final

configurate ion adopt ed for the fle.xilic nozzlc plate. This
procedure was justified later by tests (reference 12, p, 14)
w-hic.h showed that., with the nozzJc controls set to reproduce

approximately the design aerodynamic shapes, tile flow in
the test section .;t~as reasonably uniform. For an cnsy,
continuoiis operahon of & tunnel it was necessary to bo
able rapidly to set Lhe control jacks for wave-free flow at
amy desired h~ach number in the design range. lt was
logicaI to determine Lhe settings by systematic calculation
rather than to obtain a purely cxpmitnentfd calibration.
For this purpose, the simplified problcnl may be posed as
follows: Given a beam of known thickness distrih.ion with
direction-fixed ends and Ioadcd at two specific locations
with point loads, 1?71and ~l~z,it is required to fiid a com-
bination of H’1 and ~~z producing a deflection sltapc of the
beam closdy matching a given curve (the required aero-
dynamic shape) and at the same timo attaining a prescribed
ma..imum deflection. This restriction on the maximum of
the deflection curve arises out of the unique area ratio (tcsL
section to Lhroat section) associated with a desired suprr-
critical flow in the test section. The known dimensions and
end conditions of the nozzlc platc are suff~cient to define a
systematic procedure” for determining the jack positions in
order that the nozzle plate shape may ripproximatc pre-
scribed shapes (reference 19). In ptirt.iculflr, this knowlcdgo
permits a chart of possible plate shapes with a giwm maxi-
mum to be drawn with the load ratio ?l~/]f’l =V as a pmwm-
eter. Such a chart is shown in figure 39. The value of v,
designating Lhc shape which best fits the acrmlynamic
curve, has to be determined from rm observation * of figure

~Thla graphlml pmcesa of matddng has to bu odopted in pwfwc+wa to a $lUWIYanal tld

%
prmeehrre for two reawm: (s) Rapid detmrninatkm of the r+tmncter # an (b) them ,

bI@ it Lnextmmdy dtfifcult tu formuhite an CUTJ!CUWand slmpk ane+’ti
%%%%%%%g. Furhtiw,wIthon@ tio-hlImhto,afit Inthosouse.[ ‘lcost
equwea” fs entlrdy fnndequate. (Sea reforenee 19, P. 16.)
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39 superposed on the design shape (fig. 40) beirg approxi-
mated. The correspond~ control settings me then easiIy
computed since the deflection infiuence functions for the
nozzle plate are known. Figure 40 shows the six aero-
dynamic design shapvs, anil a representat ire case of matchirug’
for deter- the parameter r is shown in @ure 39.
Table I shows the controI settings obtained by this procedure
for the operating range of the tunneI. The maximun dis-
crepancy in ordinates, over this range, between the design
shapes and the pIate deflection curves is appro.xhnately
2.5 percent.

T.IBI.E I
~L>NTROL SETTISGS FOR FLEXIBLE >-OZZLE

M J&kll J&Jz t

;— .~ 14

.._-l~
L 133 O.la mm
1.$?17 .’311 .m

i 1:%
.%7 .078

.(S0
L435 i WI . tQL
LXM L 37Q -m
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CALIBR.+TtOS AND EVALUATION

~ series of test-section sumetti was made at the calculated
control settings for the purpose of calibration of the fiexibIe
nozzle and determinant ion of the degree of uniformity of the
flow. The surveys were made by means of an 1l-inch-
diameter circular Duralumin plate with a row of radialIy
Iooated presmre holes (0.0135 -in.diam.) spaced at i.ntervals
of % inch. The circular plate replaced one of the glass
windows in the sides of the tunnel, its center approximately
coinciding with the center of the 10- by 10-inch test section.

Figures 41 and 42 show the vertical and horizontal ~Iach _
number distributions in the test section over the supersonic
range of operation. The vertical distributions (fig. 41),
revealing the effect of waves origgting at the nozzle, ‘in~l~
cate considerably greater uniformity of flow as compared
with that shown by the lm-izont aI surreys. The maximum
va.tiation of JIach number (from the mean) in the vertical “.
direction o~er the entire operating range is approximately
+0.5 percent as compared with +2.5 percent in the hori-
zontal direction (fig. 41). The smooth vertical distributions
bear out the fact that because of the use of a relatively thick, .
high-strength plate for the nozde there are no IocaI distor-
tions in the plate. Furthermore, the plate was obserred to
be vibrationally very stable. The nontiormit~- in the

.-— —
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horizontal surveys was traced to the disturbances introduced
at the joints in the sectioned side waI1s. Careful sca&o
of tlw joints showed that the main cause of these disturbances
was slight hmkage at the sections. In order M remove alI
doubt tibout. [he origin of the waves and, further, to tiscertain
the smoothest flow possible in the hn’mel, the sectioned side
wwlls were replaced by smooth, continuous panels made ou L

of plastic-lined wood. A horizontal survey of th~ flow
along t,hu flow direction with these continuous side walls is
shown in figure 43. The variations are now of the same
order m those in the vertical surveys.-
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Station
FIUURE43.-Horimntal .Macbmunbwdfstributbm with one-p!ews[de vmUs. Empt y taanel.

FURTHER CORRECTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF FLOW

The fcst-section surveys presented in figures 41 and 42
were all conducted with the same boundary-layer compensa-
t ion (0.021 in./in.) with k cxcep tion of the .11= 1.51 survey.
.& seen in these figures, the surveys reveal this compensation
to be tolerably good over the. working range. Howeser,
snlaII over-all gradients do exist in t.l~,eflows shown. Also
the averago tcst++cction hlach numbers actually obtained
differ by small amounts from those indicated by the control
act tings. These small discrepancies arc mainly due to the
inaccuracies in the boundary-layer allowsmce. It was found
possible to minimize t.lw over-all gradienta by making small
adjust mcnts of the movable floor waII, so changing the
bounctary.layer comprnsat.ion without appreciably affecting
the shape function of the nozzle plate. Figure 44 shows
test-section surveys for ill= 1.5 with di.fTerent settings of the
cornpen.snt.ion. Figure 44 (a) shows the flow with the
origimd compensation of 0.021 inch per inch whiIe figure
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1.6

M
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I.4 IO. 8 6 4 ,2 ‘246810
St~tim

(a) Befmwcbmwe.
(b) Af12rChunac.

. . . --

FIGVEX44.-~Kect of chsuge in houI&wY-bij’01 mrmtion OR horhonti Mdl M!mk
dfstrilmtion. .lf -1.4,

44 (b) shows the improved flow. The gradient htis been
effectively eliminated and the nmgni~ldc of the variations
smoothened out..

The ~eviations of average test-wction liach number .
from the indicat&l (calculated) values arc duo mainly to
slight differences in tlw area ratios. The cflcc~ivc area
ratio, after allowance for boundary-layer growth and smalI
deflectiqm .of the nozzIe plate. due to aerodynamic Iomiing,
differs hm the theoreti{’al ratio on whivh tho nozzlc conlrcl
compuhi t.ions are based. In view of the quitu smooth,
uniform flow achieved at the caIcula ted cent rol set t ings, w
simple correction based ou the obswvrd mean flow in Lho
tes! scctjog served Lo calibrate thu jtwk controls for L11O
producticyl of fiows with ~ desired llach number. Figuro
45 she\!-L the calculated control settings corrected in this
reamer.-...
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REFLEWTIOX OF SHOCK VTATES

SLISSOXIC OPERATION

For the subsonic range of operation of the tunnel a flexible
second throat is used as a speed control us&~ the choking
technique (reference 20) as a merms for stabilizing the tlow.
Figure 46 shows the calibration cme for the speed controI
for the subsonic speed range.
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COXCLLiSIOX

Uniform shock-free flow with continuous con@ol of llach
number has been achieved together with simplicity of con-
struction and ease of operation. As seen from figure 45,
over a considerable portion of the supersonic range of opera-
tion only one jack control is needed for changing the flow.
The repeatability of flows in the {unneI has proved to be
excellent, it being possible to repeat. any test-section }iach
number to within the accuracy of the measur& instruments.
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